
HELEM V6, built by Technical Studio, Technology (or TS 

for short), is otherwise known as TS07 or Technical 

Studio TS07 Helem in full.  Who designed it is a multi-

barrel affair, as the base car is a Renault Spider, built by 

Renault between 1995 and ’97, but designed by another 

consultant... The Renault contribution includes the PRV 

V6 engine and its 5-speed transaxle; the rest is Technical 

Studio. Hmm, so is this a gross oversimplification? YES! 

Were they the first? No... Have we jumped ahead of 

ourselves? Absolutely!!  TS as a company came into 

existence in the year 2000, but publicly it is just the 

better known of all the manufacturers associated with 

this car, and to be fair, when in their hands it was 

subject to quite a rigorous redevelopment schedule. But 

in racing, it was another operation that will be 

remembered, not only for the car, but as 

being the originator of the Helem. It is quite a 

convoluted story that started in 1996 and 

went on for 10 or more years, so forgive me if 

I stumble here and there!  

The original Helem was designed and 

manufactured by R.J. Racing whose principal 

was Jean-Michel Roy. Roy, along with his 

British partner Brian Johnson, rather 

unusually, achieved permission from Renault 

to use Renault’s Sport Spider chassis as the 

car’s basis. The Spider was Renault’s 

counterpart to the Lotus Elise S1 in that it just 

preceded the Lotus by about 6 months, had a 

mid-mounted 4-cylinder engine and an all-aluminium 

chassis with a composite body. At 930kg kerb it was 

noticeably heavier than the 725kg Elise S1 (690kg for the 

Elise Sport to 755kg for later regular S1 models), but was 

fitted as standard with the more powerful Renault-

Williams engine giving 148bhp vs. 118. There was a 

motorsport version too - the Renault Sport Spider that is 

seldom mentioned in English language publications. The 

road-going version of this car had a more potent 180bhp 

while weight was reduced to 854kg – a good starting 

point for R.J. Racing. For motorsport its power was 

increased to 210bhp@6000rpm (144kW), torque to 136 

lb.ft@ 4500rpm (184.4 Nm). The Sport Spider was used 

in supporting races at major events in Europe and 

England, but although adorned with a full rollcage, it was 
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still a road-car at heart and able to 

be driven on the road too. Its 

performance was quite sparking all 

the same for a 2-litre car; the top 

speed 251 kph (156 mph), 0-100kph 

(62 mph) 5.8 seconds, and standing 

1/4 mile in 14.1 seconds. It also 

came with a Sadev 6-Speed 

sequential transmission and 

ventilated disc brakes measuring 

300mm front, 310mm rear, with 

205/50VR-16 tyres on 16 x 8.0 rims 

front, and 225/50VR-16 tyres on 16 

x 9.0 rear rims.  

The favourable factor from Renault’s point of view 

with regard to R.J. Racing’s request to use the Spider 

Sport no doubt hinged on the fact that R.J. were 

looking for a racing car to take to Le Mans, not a road 

car to compete with Renault.  It needed to be a GT to 

fit the GT2 class, to race against Porsche 911 GT2s, 

Vipers and ‘Corvettes and as such had to be based on 

a production model. If all went well, the car would 

give Renault some kudos while not crossing their path 

in the sales room, nor competing against Renault’s 

Sport version. 

However, the 2-litre Renault motor was not quite 
what the car needed in order to be competitive; it 
was the 90 degree PRV V6 that both R.J Racing and 
Renault had in mind. In the prototype class this 
engine had already been stretched to over 900bhp. 
But to use it, there also needed to be a road-going 
version available for customers. Given all this, the 
overall dimensions of the Spider and the GT2 differed 
by a reasonable degree. We all know that track 
widths can vary a lot depending on wheel offsets, 
although changing offsets markedly on the steered 
front wheels can be a precarious route to take. 
However, to fit the V6 engine longitudinally behind 

the cockpit - with a 5-speed 
manual transmission hung 
off its rear and twin 
turbochargers and 
intercoolers packed each 
side, plus a full race style 
pushrod suspension with 
long wishbones articulated 
off the sides of the transaxle 
and coil-damper units over 
the top - required 
something different from 
the standard Spider 
structure at the rear (it is 
perhaps interesting to note 
that the Spider engine was 
hinge mounted off the 
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chassis which allowed solid mounting without the usual 
NVH problems).  

Obviously, the new mechanical layout resulted in new 
wheelbase and track dimensions to suit, while the 
bodywork that covered this was now that of a fastback 
coupe with a transom that related to the tail of the 
Spider, but incorporated a pronounced Kamm design. 
Length, width, height were now 4060mm, 1870mm, 
1150mm ( 159.8 x 73.6 x 45.3”). By comparison, the 
original Spider’s dimensions were 149.2 x 72 x 49.2” to 
the top of the rollbar, with a wheelbase of 92.2” versus 

97.2” for the GT2. Weight increased to 1100kg, 
or 2425.lb, but power had gone up to 510bhp 
and torque to 618 Nm. This was early 1997 when 
the Helem was first shown. Development 
continued until 1999 when R.J. Racing went off 
the radar for a period following Johnson’s return 
to UK with two of the race cars. In this time R.J. 
built another one or two cars for the GT1 class 
that weighed 150+kg less at 950kg and 930kg 
with power increased to 550bhp. The prototypes 
underwent the normal race-development 
programmes in the two plus years they were 
raced. They were quick and competitive in their 
classes but lacked sufficient funding to achieve 
the reliability and consistency required to win 
international championships. However, they 

were no botch-up affairs; some information implies that 
the cars were handicapped by having to run ballast, as 
the listed race-spec weights were well up on the 
manufactured specs. A lot of engineering design and 
thought went into the cars including chassis developed 
work, especially with the rear structure and centre 
section that included an enclosing roof and rollcage. The 
open Spider chassis, without rollcage weighed 80kg, and 
had a fairly average torsional stiffness figure of 9000 Nm 
per degree using aluminium of 3mm thickness; however 
this figure virtually doubled with the full competition 
rollcage fitted, as seen in the racing Spider Sport. A Lotus 

Elise for example weighed 65kg and had a 
torsional stiffness of 10300 Nm /degree using 
1.5mm aluminium while the Elise Sport’s 
chassis produced 11000 Nm/ °.  Both cars 
received bigger engines, but some thought 
the Renault was more robust in other 
respects, making it a more suitable big engine 
counterpart. 

Also included in the development programme 

was a full wind tunnel testing regime to map 

and perfect airflow management over and 

through the cars. In terms of body form, the 

very front starts with the lower leading edge 

of the wide radiator intake. Racing versions 

got additional inlets each side of the main 

one for brake cooling, plus a small splitter 

underneath. The whole front end/ nose 

section of the car is quite chisel-shaped with 

the lower portion acting much like an 

integrated airdam. Above that in the centre 

of the bonnet there is a small NACA duct for 

interior ventilation, with two large radiator 

outlets near the base of the windscreen; 

these were deleted on the road cars but the 

NACA duct remained. 

Down the sides of the car through the lower 

door are large recesses that form into two 
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scoops each side where they enter the rear 

wheelarch area. The lower scoops were 

incorporated for brake cooling while presumably 

the top ones are for oil and transmission radiators. 

There were also NACA ducts formed into the rear 

deck above the leading edge of the wheels (to cool 

the twin turbos?), plus deep recesses ahead of the 

rear wing mounting points on the GT1 cars. Over 

the roof on the road and GT2’s are roof mounted 

scoops to feed the engine’s fuel injection system 

and to provide a few extra ram effect ‘psi’ into the 

inlet duct at high speed. The GT1’s use a large 

NACA duct instead that starts just behind the top of 

the windscreen and expands into a huge duct at the 

back, taking up much of the rear ‘windscreen’ 

space…   and although it is more efficient at 

collecting air, this particular NACA duct has some 

practicality issues for road car use. Road and GT1 

cars have slatted rear windscreens that vent the 

engine bay.    

In racing, aside from Le Mans, the R.J. Helems 

competed throughout France in national 

championship series at tracks largely unbeknown to 

outsiders; Val De Vienne, Montlhéry, the 

permanent street circuit of Mas Du Clos,  Dijon-

Prenois and so forth. Funnily, the name Helem is an 

acronym of the words Le Mans; in French the H is 

silent, while el is for L, em for M, giving LM - the 

 Top: GT1 with roof NACA Below: R.J. Racing Road and GT2 cars 



abbreviation for Le Mans. 

The company set themselves up at a 

village called Teloché, near Le Mans’ 

long Mulsanne straight; ideal for high 

speed testing! According to 

documentation, the road car R.J. lists as 

being its standard model was first 

launched early 1998. However, later 

reviews that refer to road tests of the 

cars suggest that a road version may 

have been supplied as early as 1997, or 

96. In some ways this makes sense for 

GT1, GT2 homologation purposes, 

because a Helem style Coupe is first 

recorded at Le Mans in 1996, entered 

as a Renault Spyder Coupe and 

definitely looking more like a Coupe 

version of the Spider than the later 

Helem; it DNF. An R.J. Helem GT1 was 

entered the following year.  

If this road car situation is correct, then the first model 

driven by the press may have been a production 

prototype with a similar weight to the 1100kg GT2, and 

fitted with a standard late edition 2458cc PRV Turbo 

motor as seen in the later Renault-Alpine GTAs. It is 

quoted as producing an equivalent 207bhp (209 PS), and 

350 Nm@2200 rpm running the highest c:r of all these 

motors, at 8:1, and 1 bar of boost! Geared for 

acceleration it recorded a top speed of 156mph and 

0:60mph in 5 seconds. The equivalent GTA, for 

example, with a relatively slippery Cd of 0.3 (CdX of 

0.59 – earlier cars had CdX of 0.48 and 0.51) and now 

weighing over 1300kg, recorded a 153mph top speed 

and 0:60mph in 6.7 seconds. But between 1991 and 

1995 ‘faster’ versions of the PRV V6 were available via 

the Renault-Alpine A610. These came in 2975cc turbo 

form that with a single Garrett T3 turbocharger gave 

250 PS or 247bhp @5750rpm and 360Nm@ 2900rpm 

on 0.76 bar of boost and a c:r of 7.6:1. Heavier once 

again, but with a lower CdX of 0.54, this motor 

provided the GTA with a 161mph+ top speed and 

0:60mph in 5.4 seconds. The most potent of the range 

was a special 2963cc version on 0.9 bar boost that 

produced 276bhp@6000rpm (206 kW) and 

412Nm@3000rpm. In this form it endowed the Alpine 

with a genuine 180mph/ 290kph maximum. The most 

powerful Helems reported being tested or driven had a 

281bhp development of the A610 engine, and another 

that had the 262bhp 2963cc V6 bi-turbo Renault Safrane 

engine (1992-96). In the Safrane guise it was cheaper 

and more readily available than the special Alpine 

versions, and it also produced a healthy broad torque 

output with a peak 365 Nm at a low 2500rpm. 

Neither of these Helems are likely to have been an R.J. 

built car, but possibly the tester got a few items mixed 

up. R.J.’s twin turbo GT1 is specified as having a motor 

derived from the twin turbo Safrane. In racing form it 

ran a Magneti Marelli MF35 electronic management 

system controlling twin Garrett turbochargers running at 

1.1bar max., each with their own intercooler. However, 

the standard spec R.J. Racing road cars ran a Siemens 

electronic management system with one Garrett 

  GT2 front end – same chassis rails but no radiator tunnel 
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turbocharger and a single air-air cooler, 7.3:1 

compression and the 2975cc motor; the Safrane 

had two KKK’s, 7.6:1 compression and as said, 

the 2963cc motor (there were three different 3-

litre capacities, all with 93mm stroke but with 

bores of 73mm, 72.7mm and 71mm for the 

2849cc motor). Notably, the best torque figure 

for the Safrane is quoted as 370Nm; the Helem 

version had 422 Nm at the same 2500rpm (at 

which revs it is developing around 150bhp), but 

with 2 less maximum bhp at 260PS, or 256bhp 

DIN@ 5300rpm (with a max of 6200rpm). 

Whichever engine the car had, the test figures appear to 

be quite conservative.  First of all the tester commented 

on the cabin; he said it was compact but the seats 

supported well and included air-conditioning and leather 

upholstery as standard. Recorded figures were a 

standing ¼ mile in 14.1 

seconds, a standing kilometre 

in 25.9 seconds and a top 

speed of 254 kph/ 157.5mph.  

Top speed runs were done on 

a banked circuit, meaning 

they would not have been the 

maximum top speed in a 

straight line (expect over 

160mph). By comparison, the 

performance figures as noted 

above for the 247bhp single 

turbo A610 Alpine, which at 

over 1400kgs kerb weighed 200kg+ more than the 

production Helem, and with 62 Nm less torque at 400 

higher rpm, provided a 161-165mph mph top speed, 

0:60 in 5.4 sec, 0:100mph in 13.8 sec, standing ¼ 14.3sec 

and a 26sec standing kilometre time in the best test 

recorded. Other tests on this Alpine were slower, and 



looking at one series of consecutive runs shows quite a 

fluctuation in times – all seemingly down to the getaway 

off the line. Much of this is to do with the vagaries of a 

mid or rear engine car with wide tyres and excellent 

traction; to get a good times one has to be very brutal 

leaving the line, which is hard on the transmission and 

one’s sense of mechanical sympathy…  

 The 5-speed transaxle with the large diameter wheels is 

geared to provide maximum intermediate speeds of 67/ 

109/ 161/ 232kph. Interestingly, the standard rack and 

pinion steering was manual, although power assistance 

could be ordered.    In terms of braking, ride and 

cornering, the tester commented that the car had been 

set up harder than the Spiders in line with its higher 

performance and wider tyres, and as a result showed 

itself to have a wider performance envelope. Steering, 

they said, was as sharp and responsive as an equivalent 

V8 Ferrari... Just 6 complete road cars are said to have 

been built, with EEC compliance certification carried out 

by Matra for R.J. Racing using a 7th car.  All up weight for 

the heaviest road cars with all the trimmings rose to   

1200kg kerb, giving a power to weight ratio of 4.6kg/bhp 

and an official combined fuel consumption of 16.8mpg/ 

13 litres per 100km. 

With an 80 litre tank 

a range of around 

600km could be 

expected before fill 

ups. Tyres and rims 

were quite massive at 

the time for such a 

compact car at 

245/40-18 and 

285/40-18 on 

Speedline wheels of 

8.5” and 10” width 

front and rear. In 

terms of suspension 

layout, double 

wishbones that were 

particular to the 

Helem – at least at 

the rear, were used 

all round, with 

concentric coil over spring/damper units and anti-

swaybars both ends (the Spider used a semi-trailing 

double wishbone style rear, and an ‘inboard’ double 

wishbone front end). Dimensions were marginally 

different from the racecar due to splitters, sills and ride 

height; L, W, Height are 4080mm, 1880mm, 1145mm 

(160.6 x 74.0 x 45.1); wheelbase is the same at 2470mm/ 

97.2”, while front and rear tracks are 1600/ 1615mm – 

63.0 and 63.6”. Base selling price for all this was a very 

reasonable €53,400 in 1998 

(about 2/3 that of an 

equivalent Porsche 911).   

 Following on from R.J. Racing, 

the Helem flag was taken over 

by Brian Johnson under the 

banner of HRC (based in 

CHAVANOD high-Savoie). The 

company was directed by 

Christopher Donini who in 

2000 renamed the cars, calling 

them HAWKs; he went on to 

campaign them in France’s 

FFSA GT Championship. The 

cars did not appear to change 

greatly since they departed R.J. 

in 1998, except that the PRV V6 

HAWK GT2 

Sefap Helem with different radiator inlet 



was now prepared by Fochesato. R.J. Racing, for their 

part, went on the built motorsport motorcycles and 

prototype race cars. 

 On the road going side, between 2001 and 2003 the 

Helem was made again by Sefap, a French low volume 

car manufacturer that had created a splash by producing 

a spyder version of the Ferrari F40 with up to 600bhp 

and a carbon tub in its most expensive form. They also 

produced P3 and P4 Ferrari replicas with Ferrari engines 

in V6, V8 and V12 configurations, plus Diablo and 

Countach copies mainly with PRV engines. For the 

Helem, Sefap gave up the hydro formed alloy chassis of 

the R.J. car and built two specially designed frames 

based on a Formula 3 design that Sefap had recently 

been involved with. They offered two options, called 

flamboyantly, Option 1 and Option 2(!) that could be 

purchased as a comprehensive kit or ready to drive.  

Option 1 used what they described as a standard sports 

type competition chassis. It was a hybrid spaceframe 

design made in steel with separate cradles front and rear 

designed to meet crash protection/ impact deformability 

requirements, and attached to what Sefap described as 

an ‘indeformable’ central cell.  Brakes were power 

assisted 310mm diameter ventilated discs all round with 

handbrake on the rear. Suspension up front is a form of 

inboard geometry which Sefap described as cantilever 

(similar to the Spider), while at the rear there are regular 

double wishbones. Coil springs are fitted all round while 

front and rear anti-swaybars are adjustable from within 

the cockpit to allow the driver to adjust the handling 

balance while on the move. Dampers too are fully 

adjustable for bump and rebound, but only when the car 

is static. Allowance is made for suspension adjustment 

with respect to alignment, ride and even track width 

settings. The rear mounted transaxle is a 5-speed 

Renault based ‘box with what is described as having a 

‘car-active box’ as an option. A number of engine 

options were available starting with a 210bhp version of 

the east-west PR (Peugeot-Renault) dohc 4-valve per 

cylinder 60° V6 as the base model, through a naturally 

aspirated 255bhp Renault Sport intermediate version 

(i.e. producing similar power to the older PRV V6 in 

turbo form, but naturally with less torque; 221 

Nm@4650rpm) up to the top option of the same motor 

tuned to 320bhp with twin-turbos. Sefap even offered 

350bhp versions of the V6 in some of their other models, 

but these may have been turbocharged PRV motors. 

Additionally, one could order cars with American V8 

motors of either 300 or 350bhp output. All these 

mechanical ‘bits’ are mounted on the relevant front and 

rear subframes that were designed for easy removal and 

re-fitment. Uniquely, each engine option has its own 

cradle that also accommodates the suspension and 

transmission in the one unit. They are all changeable as 

they mount up to the same mounting points on the 

chassis. Funnily, no dimensions or performance figures 

are mentioned. However, to give a possible insight as to 

what may be, the Sefap Ferrari F40 Spider replica is 

listed as weighing 840kg with a 310bhp PRV turbo 

engine, and 800kg with the alloy chassis. 

 Option 2 is described as a Racing Pack and was suitable 

for someone who wanted to go racing, but it was a road 

car too. The aluminium alloy chassis frame was built by 

aluminium manufacturing specialist, ALCOR,  made with 

a large degree of extruded aluminium or aluminium alloy 

rectangular section pieces (extruded is a lot more rigid 

and more like steel to work than normal malleable cold 



drawn aluminium). It was said to be extremely rigid 

while weighing only 60kg bare. Instead of separate steel 

coil springs hydraulic dampers, Sefap employed the 

expensive sophisticated Fournales oleopneumatic 

telescopic spring-dampers which incidentally are also 

available with aluminium alloy cases in the F1 range, 

which Sefap chose. As the name implies, these units use 

oil for damping and highly pressurised air for springing; 

in fact around 300 bar (4,000 psi). They are said to be 

very reliable and last for years, and when worn out are 

fully re-buildable. They also provide a more compliant 

ride around the mid-range of 

bump-rebound, but stiffen up 

markedly as the jounce rate 

increases. 

Again, the chassis-frame has an 

‘indeformable’ central core 

with sacrificial cradles front 

and rear to absorb possible 

impact loads. Like the Option 1 

car, they too hold all the 

engine/ transmission, 

suspension and steering 

components. Option 2 uses 

ventilated, cross drilled AP 

Racing discs with 4-piston 

callipers and aviation quality 

Aeroquip hoses. These too are 

310mm in diameter, with balance adjustment available 

on the move by the driver. Like the Option 1 car, 

swaybars are adjustable inside the car whilst on the 

move.  Cantilever inboard suspension is again used at 

the front, but now with Fournales units. The transaxle is 

essentially the same 5-speed unit with the same ‘car-

active box’ option available as provided on the Option 1 

car. Sefap’s explanation is that it allows for easy 

roadside/ trackside adjustment of ratios within minutes 

and without disassembly. Engine choices available at the 

time were the same in Option 1 as in Option 2, except 

that there were a greater range of American V8s plus 

some Ferrari V8 and V12 engines up to 450bhp. As a 

final touch, all aluminium parts were anodised after 

production to protect them from corrosion. List prices 

for Option 2 with base engine, air-conditioning and all 

the trim and finishing pieces started at 56,000 francs.  

On the racing front, a race-car company specialising in 

chassis design and construction took over from Hawk. 

This was at the end of 2000. The company’s name was 

Nogaro-Technologies who had designed the original 

Renault Spider chassis in 1994 for Renault, prior to its 

production from 1995-97. Company leader and design 

principal was Claude Fior. However, in 1999 Fior 

renewed his interest in the Spider with a special no-

Nogaro chassis for F99 Spider 
Below: F99 Spider Fior 
Bottom: Nogaro Helem road car 

 



compromise competition model called the Spider F99 

Fior. This car was designed with an all-new aluminium 

competition chassis that was more like the Lotus Elise 

structure than the original Spider’s, with special 

suspension and brakes and a sports-racing type body 

that unlike the Renault Sport Spider, was a track-only car 

(i.e. just brake lights for example, but still resembling the 

road car). It was built with export to China in mind. 

However, to account for the lower grade fuels then 

available in China, the power output of the engines for 

these cars was the lowest of all the competition Spiders 

at 184bhp. Offsetting this was another 203kg reduction 

in weight, down to 650kg. With Nogaro-Technologies 

impetus and marketing, a one-make race series was set 

up in China with 30 cars exported while a further 6 were 

sold in France and another two kept by Nogaro. The 

championship proved to be a huge success. For one of 

the final rounds Fior invited a group of French race-

drivers to travel to China and participate in the 

international race 

meeting held in 

November 1999 on the 

new Zhuhai International 

race circuit. This proved 

to be another success 

with the top Chinese 

competitors reciprocating 

in France. This venture 

spawned a new training 

school in France, and had 

further spin-offs for the 

company and French 

motorsport all round. 

 It was this car that in 

2001 became the basis 

for Nogaro-Technologies 

own road-going version 

of the Helem as well as a 

new prototype car built 

for the French GT championship, with the chassis, 

suspension, steering and brakes differing only in 

minor detail. One engine option was listed; a 280bhp 

Muratet tuned 60° V6 3.0 litre that produced 280bhp. 

Other items included a 5-speed sequential 

transmission, 245-40 and 285-40 tyres front and rear 

on 18” rims, and once again 300mm ventilated discs 

all round. Thus equipped it weighed 1030kg and 

measured 3890x1870x1100mm (L. W. H; 

153.1x73.6x43.3”).  It is un-published how many road 

Nogaro Helem GT Spider V8 



cars Nogaro made, but in 2002 they produced 15 special 

Helem GT Spider V8s using modified Ferrari F355 

engines to the tune of 400bhp. These cars had all the 

road gear like lighting etc, but also came with full 

rollcages; they all went to the Belgium Ferrari Club as a 

single consignment.  

After this, no more news 

until a year later in 2003 

when the Helem 

surfaced again as the 

Technical Studio’s 

Helem TS07. Technical 

Studio was indeed a new 

Technology company 

that appeared as an 

associate outshoot of 

Nogaro-Technologies. 

The company manifesto 

listed itself as a Custom 

Car Company set up to 

help outside customers 

develop their ideas from 

concept to a finished 

product; even if the 

original concept started 

with a simple idea or 

outline. 

In this partnership 

Nogaro kept to its expertise of taking the concept design 

and developing a chassis with running gear to suite. 

There was a third player here too, a company called 

Aurora that was a composite materials specialist with its 

principals having worked in the Aerospace industry on 

projects like the Airbus, Tour de France racing cycles and 

commercial-leisure vehicles. TS were headed up by a 

strong team with a number of years’ experience. Its 

head designer was Gregory Gambara who had previously 

served the French automotive industry for 15 years with 

the various automobile manufactures. The aim of the 

three companies was to use the latest computer and 

prototyping technologies alongside recognised artisan 

skillsets. For the former they used 

Dassault Systems hardware, CATIA 

software, IBM workstations and Minolta 

laser scanning systems.  

TS took a said 20 months to redevelop 

the Helem anew for road use, but that 

probably included Nogaro’s prior work on 

the chassis as TS had not been in 

existence 20 months when the car was 

first re-announced by them late 2003. 

Mind you, it is said that it was not first 

shown until the 2004 Paris Salon, which 

by then accounted for the extra time. But 

by the way TS described their car, it 

sounds as if it is the result of another all 

new look. . However, the confusingly 

situation of a TS07 being displayed at the 

2003 Stoneleigh Kitcar show (shown alongside an up-to 

date chassis for a Lotus 7 style customer car) may have 

really been a Nogaro car, as the similarities are great 

enough that nobody would have known the difference at 

the time. The following is part of Technical Studios 

description for the 4-cylinder variant; “the car’s 

gestation was reduced thanks to a mix of modern 



computer aided design and traditional construction 

methods. The result was a vehicle that features an 

aluminium structure with composite panels including 

lightweight alloys mechanically welded for increased 

strength and rigidity. Surprisingly, the car will be offered 

with three different engine options including four, six 

and eight cylinder variants. To 

maintain the car’s exclusiveness, 

the company plans to create only 

twelve units when final testing is 

complete”. There may have been 

at least one 4 cylinder car built, 

while the rest were V6’s, although 

TS state that they track tested 4, 6 

and 8 cylinder variants.   

The four cylinder car’s specs are 

as follows; GRP composite body, 

aluminium alloy chassis, front and 

rear double wishbone suspension 

layout with adjustable coil springs 

and dampers, steering using alloy 

rack and pinion, front and rear 

brakes 300mm diameter Brembo 

ventilated discs with 4-pot 

callipers, weight 862 kg (quoted 

1900.lb), length, width, height 4175 x 1870 x 1100mm 

(Length in inches; 153.1”, W. H. same as Nogaro).  

Wheelbase is 2410mm, tracks f/r 1589/1618mm (94.9”, 

62.6/ 63.7”) with 18” aluminium wheels using 225-40 

ZR18 and 235-40 ZR18” tyres front and rear. The 

transaxle is the regular 5-speed manual, while the 

engine is the hottest 197 Clio motor with 

197bhp@7000rpm and 220Nm@ 4750 rpm. Its 862kg 

makes the car only 8kg heavier than the original Renault 

Sport Spider but now with another 15bhp. The V6 

version most often discussed is the 60 degree 4-valve 3-

litre motor with 300bhp propelling a car of about 900kg. 

It endowed it with a top speed of 282kph/ 175mph and 

0:100 kph in 4.1 seconds (60mph in 3.9 sec).  I don’t 

know if a V8 version was ever made for sale, but the 

quoted maximum weight of 945kg likely relates to a car 

fitted with one of these. Interestingly, although a 6-

speed manual was available in the Clio Sport V6 from 

2001-2005, all the Helems list only 5-speed manuals… 



That about brings to an end the story as far 

as I have it;  The TS07 continued to be seen 

around for some time after the above 

dates, and now it seems like the last 3 

companies are not so active in the car field 

at present, but I stand open to correction 

on that one. The Helem is a rather striking 

looking car which always maintained a 

technically interesting profile, no matter 

who was involved with it. It is a car that 

many an Alpine enthusiast has hankered 

over in the hope of it being adopted by 

Renault as a new Alpine model… 

  

   

 

R.J. Racing Helem 

Length:  4080mm    160.6” 

Width:   1880mm     74.0” 

Height:   1145mm    45.1” 

Wheelbase: 2470mm    97.2” 

Track f:  1600mm      63.0” 

Track r: 1615mm       63.6” 

Weight:  1200kg  

Tyres f/r:  245/80-18; 285/40-18 

Engine: 2975cc, 73x93  

      256bhp@5300, 422 Nm@2200 

Transaxle: 5-speed manual 
 

TS07 Helem 

Length: 4175mm     153.1”  

Width: 1870mm       73.6” 

Height: 1110mm       43.3” 

Wheelbase: 2410mm    94.9” 

Track f:   1590mm 62.6” 

Track r:   1618mm 63.7” 

Weight:   900-945kg  

Tyres f/r:  225/40 & 235/40 ZR18 

Engine: 2946cc, 87 x 82.6  

      306bhp@6200, 394 Nm@3800 

Transaxle: 5-speed man. 6-spd option 
 

Note:  no 
NACA ducts 
left on the 
TS07, except 
for the small 
one in the 
middle of the 
front bonnet. 


